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In the ecological future of the planet, intelligent agriculture relies on CPS and IoT to free up human resources and

increase production efficiency. Due to the growing number of connected IoT devices, the maximum scalability capacity,

and available computing power of the existing architectural frameworks will be reached. This necessitates finding a

solution that meets the continuously growing demands in smart farming. Cloud-based IoT solutions are achieving

increasingly high popularity. The aim of this study was to design a scalable cloud-based architecture for a smart livestock

monitoring system following Agile methodology and featuring environmental monitoring, health, growth, behaviour,

reproduction, emotional state, and stress levels of animals. The AWS services used, and their specific tasks related to the

proposed architecture are explained in detail. A stress test was performed to prove the data ingesting and processing

capability of the proposed architecture. Experimental results proved that the proposed architecture using AWS automated

scaling mechanisms and IoT devices are fully capable of processing the growing amount of data, which in turn allow for

meeting the required needs of the constantly expanding number of CPS systems. 
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1. Introduction

There is a steady trend in increasing the number of animals on a farm. This growth in number varies around the world

depending on the agriculture type and social structure. In Australia, there are on average 279 cows per farm, while in New

Zealand, they average 440 . Farms in Europe that keep more than 1000 animals such as farms in Estonia  are also

becoming more common. An analogous situation is observed in the United States, wherein Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and

other traditional dairy states in the East and Midwest are built farms with upwards of 1000–5000 animals .

It has been found that the increase in herd size is driven by economies of scale—the cost of production per unit

decreases with increasing herd size . As pointed out in , the association between herd size and health and welfare is

complex and affected by many factors. Providing farmers with access to rich data sources can aid in improving animal

health and welfare. However, to achieve these goals, farmers must adopt modern technologies with an increased level of

integration of automation processes and software management.

The development of technologies forces the transition to Agriculture 5.0 , where through automation and the introduction

of recent technological solutions, traditional farm practices are modified and improved. As there is a constant need for

development and due to the increasing trend in the number of animals in a herd/farm, software architectures need to be

easily scaled to be able to receive a lot of data simultaneously from numerous Internet of things (IoT) devices. On the

other hand, the current trend of increasing the urban population at the expense of people in rural areas raises the problem

of reducing human participation in animal husbandry and the inclusion of more technological solutions to ensure humane

breeding and careful monitoring of animal welfare. The advanced technological solutions led to the creation of smart farm

systems using the communication capabilities of distributed and interconnected computing devices. Systems, where

physical objects are represented in the digital world and integrated with computation, storage, communication capabilities,

and are connected to each other in a network, can be defined as cyber–physical systems (CPS) . Internet of Things

technologies serves to integrate cyber–physical systems and to be an interface between CPS and their users. IoT is

based on the idea of establishing a permanent connection between the physical and digital worlds . According to

ISO/IEC JTC1 2015, both terms, IoT and CPS, are interchangeable . Both CPS and the Internet of Things are used to

free up human resources, increase modern production efficiency, and be of significant help to improve product quality in

smart agriculture . It uses CPS and IoT technologies to increase productivity in smart farms through modern means in a

continuously sustainable way to achieve the best in terms of quality, quantity, and financial return as well as to ensure that

the process is environmentally friendly .

Different approaches for the design of software architectures in the field of livestock have been proposed. In , the usage

of remote sensing (RS) technology in agriculture is discussed. It was pointed out that “the RS technology generates huge
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sets of data that necessitate the incorporation of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data to extract useful products, thereby

augmenting the adeptness and efficiency of agriculture to ensure its sustainability” . The reference architecture

proposed in  has several layers and provides a model for farm management information systems. However, “the

complete versions of the feature diagrams as well the detailed implemented architecture designs have not been shown”

. The study  discusses Global Sensor Network (GSN) as a foundation for the management of the streaming sensor

data. In the proposed architecture, the signals received from the IoT sensors are collected by a gateway located on the

farm and sent to smart farm servers through a high-speed broadband network.

It is expected that IoT technology can make a breakthrough in livestock management by connecting the biological

information of livestock and environmental information obtained by IoT sensors to farmers who are in a remote location on

their farms via the cloud . Attention was paid to the design of systems with analytical intelligence capability and data

to be present on the premises. Systems for monitoring animals are available to farmers. Some of the approaches that are

used in the design process are “domain-driven” . The idea behind these was to make software development easier by

providing a model for building flexible and reusable applications . However, building the required infrastructure for a

complex multi-layer architecture is very time consuming and, in many cases, is considered as an anti-pattern  and it is

wise to just use another architectural approach.

An additional concept is the shifting from computing with centralised servers to distributed ones. One of these distributed

technical infrastructures is presented by microservice architecture (MSA). The developed microservice architecture of a

distributed IoT system discussed in detail in  consists of a group of microservices that communicate with each other

synchronously or asynchronously.

Almost no current livestock systems extensively use the monitoring and security updates of remote IoT devices, which is a

vital part of the system. Data security and sovereignty is essential nowadays as devices are exposed to different threats

. These aspects are deeply covered and explained in . However, there is still a major problem to be addressed,

providing centralised IoT device management where all remote location IoT devices can be configured remotely, and

security patches applied as soon as the need arises.

Due to the growing number of connected IoT devices, the multi-layer and MSA architecture’s scalability capacities and the

available computing power limits are about to be reached. As many IoT devices are intended for use in the smart livestock

system and will generate large volumes of heterogeneous data with high variety and roughness, this imposes the need to

find a solution that meets the constantly growing requirements. There is a need to use cloud computing to ensure a

reliable and secure infrastructure that supports automatic scaling of resources according to the system needs and

centralised IoT device management. Cloud-based Internet of Things (CB-IoT)  is becoming an increasingly popular and

desirable solution.

Recently, an interesting project was developed using CB-IoT by Amazon Web Services (AWS) for cattle management .

Within this project, the Australian team proposed a “Ceres Tag Management System” that houses the data and metadata

on each ear cattle tag. The ear tag connects via satellite for data transmission, enabling the traceability of that tag

throughout each animal’s life cycle. The proposed architecture focuses on data collection and transmission. The analytical

processing of these data is outsourced. However, this project demonstrates that the use of cloud computing in this

monitoring system is essential for achieving high speed, accuracy, and security in the data processing.

2. Current Insight on IoT Architecture Based on AWS for Smart Livestock

2.1. Used Services in AWS Cloud

The proposed architecture designed for smart livestock farming is shown in Figure 2. It was built with AWS serverless

services and contains several groups of services such as compute, storage, databases, analytics, network, mobile,

management, developer, IoT, security, enterprise application, and others. The necessary services for creating a scalable

and robust livestock monitoring system were grouped in frames. These were: AWS IoT Core, Lambdas, Data Recognition,

Streaming Data, Data Lake, Data Stores, Data Processing, Machine Learning, Notifications, Analytics, Logging, and User

Identities. The frames were developed to satisfy the required functionalities described in the Materials and Methods

section as Stage 2. The designed architecture complies with all pillars of the well-designed architecture described in the

Materials and Methods section on Stage 3.
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Figure 2. Architecture design for livestock smart farming. (https://www.smartlivestock.eu/, accessed on 20 May 2021).

2.2. AWS IoT Core Frame

The AWS IoT core consists of five services that maintain the needs of all IoT devices, connect to AWS cloud, manage

devices, update over-the-air (OTA) , and secure the IoT devices. It uses the TLS communication protocol to encrypt all

communication . Services in this framework are rules, topics, shadow service, AWS IoT device defender, and AWS IoT

device management.

The Rules enable the IoT devices developed for smart livestock to interact with AWS services.

Some of the rules used in the system are:

Filtering data coming from IoT devices;

Separation and recording of data according to their type in various kinds of databases;

Sending notifications to users in certain circumstances (for example, occurrence of abnormal events in the monitoring

process);

Real-time processing of messages coming from a large number of IoT devices from different locations;

Setting alarms to notify the user when reaching predefined limits of certain parameters (for example, reaching a critical

battery level of IoT devices);

Send the data from a Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) message to a machine learning frame to make

predictions based on the ML model;

Send message data to an AWS IoT analytics channel; and

Send data to a web application.

AWS core default implementation is based on the MQTT protocol, which is used by AWS core to interact with devices. It

decouples the producer and consumer by letting clients publish and having the broker decide where to route and copy

messages. Rules are analysed and actions are performed based on the MQTT topic stream. The Topics identify AWS IoT

messages. A message broker is used to apply topic names and topic filters to route messages send using MQTT and

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) message URL. First, it is

important to create a hierarchy of topic names that identify the relevant IoT system. Topic names and topic filters are UTF-

8 encoded strings. A topic name could refer to a sensor in developed IoT devices (for example,

sensor/temperature/caw1/farm1). After forming hierarchical identifying topic names, topic filters are created, which filter

the messages by topic names and send them to the services subscribed to them.

As many IoT deployments consist of hundreds or thousands to millions of devices, it is essential to indicate (shadow) IoT

devices. AWS shadow service creates a shadow identification of each IoT device used in the smart livestock frame. In this

way, each of the used devices can be accessed and managed specifically by different services. These changes are made

via the MQTT protocol or via HTTP using the device shadow REST API  (p. 525).

Due to the specifics of the used IoT devices in this application, they have limited computation, memory, and storage

capabilities. This restricts opportunities for security. Therefore, additional measures are required to ensure the security of
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the devices. AWS IoT device defender  (p. 31) was chosen in this application. Registering the IoT livestock device with

an AWS IoT core provides the digital identity of the IoT livestock device in the cloud. The IoT livestock devices use the

certificates to identify themselves to the AWS IoT core. These certificates are generated by the AWS IoT core. From this

moment, the AWS IoT device is responsible for maintaining and implementing IoT configurations such as device identity,

device authentication, device authorisation, and device data encryption. This is an out-of-the-box solution as this service

provides the necessary protection for all devices by constantly checking for deviations of IoT configurations and the

occurrence of abnormal deviations from the expected behaviour of the device. In the case of abnormal behaviour

detection, the user and CloudWatch service are immediately informed.

AWS IoT device management is a service that remotely manages IoT devices (individually or in groups) when a signal is

detected for abnormal behaviour in the devices. This service eliminates problems by managing and updating the software

and firmware.

2.3. Lambda Frame

A Lambda function is a stateless piece of code, with input and output that can be triggered from a wide array of sources

internal and external to AWS. It can be used to automatically scale an application up and down without making capacity

planning decisions. Unlike an EC2 instance , a Lambda has one dedicated purpose and intentionally only runs for up to

a few minutes. Lambda functions scale instantly to hundreds of instances, with almost no platform maintenance.

In this work, Lambda functions in the livestock monitoring system are responsible for:

Converting each frame to jpeg format if it is different;

Storing raw frames in Amazon S3 by generating a unique key for each frame, which contains specific data about the

place and time of the shooting: frames/farm_1/year/month/day/hour/min/sec/frame_number.jpeg;

Transmitting frames in jpeg format to Amazon “Rekognition” frame;

For each frame, Lambda functions save to Amazon DynamoDB specific metadata such as a unique ID, S3 bucket and

key, where the frame is saved, the approximate recording time and more.

2.4. “Data Rekognition” Frame

“Data Rekognition” framework deals with data coming from the cameras in the smart livestock IoT system. Each recorded

video is divided into separate frames so that they can be processed and analysed in near real-time.

AWS Rekognition Service analyses objects, people, animals, scenes, and activities contained in the collected videos.

Through this service, the application performs counting and identification of the presence or absence of specific animals,

people, or objects around the farm in real-time. Personal protective equipment (PPE) detection is also performed. The

results of the performed analyses are sent for storage in NoSQL database service DynamoDB, from wherein the presence

of certain abnormal phenomena (identification of a missing animal, abnormal behaviour of an animal, or the presence of a

stranger on the farm) are sent to Amazon Pinpoint via Kinesis Published Events.

AWS Rekognition is configured to detect and recognize faces in streaming video and to detect and count livestock. It uses

AWS Kinesis Video Streams to receive and process a video stream, which is H.264 encoded. Used events are face

detection and face comparison, and livestock label detection.

AWS Rekognition is used currently for several cases, and different performances have been observed. It has high

accuracy when identifying persons, counting animals entering, or leaving an area one by one. However, the accuracy

drops significantly for animal detection, especially in the part where the animal head position (high/low) is of interest. The

results are also influenced by the livestock density occupying the same areas.

2.5. Notification Frame

Amazon Pinpoint  (p. 49), as a communication service, connects with users through various channels such as email,

SMS, push, or voice. This service is used to personalise messages with the right content. It sends push notifications to the

smart livestock application after pre-provided data that authorises PinPoint to send messages. The credentials that are

provided depend on the operating system:
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For iOS apps, an SSL certificate is provided. The certificate authorises the PinPoint service for sending messages to the

smart livestock apps.

For Android apps, a web API key is provided. These credentials authorise the PinPoint service for sending messages to

the smart livestock apps.

AWS AppSync takes care of managing and updating real-time data between web and mobile app and cloud. Additionally,

it allows apps to interact with data on mobile devices when it is offline.
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